Updates from Smart Classes

Srijan volunteers started organizing regular English and Personality Development classes in Intermediate, Junior as well as Primary classes in October 2019. Srijan believes in comprehensive development of pupils to prepare them better for the competitive world and is confident in duplicating the model in the other cities with a little help from the patrons.

Horawala inauguration

Team Srijan collaborated with Unnat Bharat Abhiyan (GOI-MHRD Initiative) IIT-Roorkee, to start Smart Classes in GIC Horwala. Ravindra Gupta, Srijan inaugurated the Classes with Harisharan Mishra. A Smart TV with internet and backup power was installed.
Highlights (contd..)

Health Camp
Srijan collaborated with Bhargava PhytoLab to organize a Free Health Camp. People from five villages (Kaithi, Rauro, Amund, etc) from all the age group and economic class turned up to make most of the occasion. Dr Rahul Singh, Priyanka Rautella and Dharm Singh attended the patients and distributed free medicines. Srijan aspires to organize more such regular camps to alleviate the social health.

Women Hygiene Workshop with the Padwoman of India
Ms Maya Vishwakarma is popularly called as the 'Padwoman' of India’. She quit being a cancer researcher in California, and came back to the country (yourstory.com/2018/02/maya-vishwakarma-padwoman-india). Srijan is Highly obliged to her for visiting Kaithi and conduct a Health Camp to spread awareness about Mensuration and Hygienic use of Sanitary pads.
Maharashtra skill workshop
Samman Parivar, Team Srijan and NSS organized One Day Skill Workshop on October 2nd in Shripad Krishna Kolhatkar Mahavidyala (Jamod), Jalgaon. Workshop was inaugurated by Prof Ram Deshmukh and attended by Ms Vaishali Deokar, Dr Shivaji Magar etc.

Kaithi Skill Awareness workshop
One Day Workshop to spread awareness about Self-employment and Small Industry.
Shri Manmurat Singh, Mahoba Post Office presided the talk and discussed the Banking processes to villagers. He discussed why banking is important for everyone and how Quick Response Card can help them to avoid long queues in banks.
Shri Jitendra Saxena, DRP, Mahoba discussed the various self-employment possibilities and how Government of India helps setting up small industries by providing trainings and loans.
Upcoming

- Smart classes in 2 villages (3 schools) - Pathnodi and Raoro, Dec 2019
- Microsoft Certification Course and Teacher’s trainings – 23rd Dec 2019
- Robotics workshop – Jan 2020
- Hardware workshop – Feb 2020
- Health Camp – Feb 2020
- Inter-Village cultural event
- Total reach: 7 villages, 7 digital schools, 2500+ students, 10 paid volunteers and 300+ supporters

Special Thanks

We are because of You!
We greatly appreciate help from our patrons. Your support is helping us in taking our Saksham, Swasth and Nipun Bharat missions further by “Srijan Ka Sankalp” project. Your support is invaluable to us, and we thank you again!

Be our partner

If you are passionate about helping people, Contact us:

Address:
Villa 21, Eldeco City, IIM Road, Bhitholi Khurd, Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh, 226020

Phone:
+91-9026116086 +974-33967688

E-mail and website:
srijankasankalp@gmail.com
www.srijankasankalp.org
fb.com/SrijanOfficial

Why donate us?
Your donation will help build values in the society, it will be judiciously used and fund honorable projects. Your donation spend shall be fully transparent and regular updates will be provided to you.

BANK DETAILS
Name-SRIJAN EK SOCH
Account number- 0302050013970
Bank – United Bank of India, Hazratganj, Lucknow branch
IFSC code- UTBIOHZGS09